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 I'm Sure I'll Come Up With Something 

Bull's-eye, Maybe? 
by TAHNAN, Arlington MA 

 
A standard bull's-eye puzzle has twenty or so words arranged on a target, and wordplay clues for all 
but a handful.  These nine puzzles are no different, though there's only one leftover word on each.  
And all of the arrows have gotten mixed together in the quiver on the next page (numbered solely for 
convenience).  Oh, and you can't see the actual targets because someone covered them all with these 
boxes with completely different words.  But that shouldn't stop you from hitting the words behind 
them with the provided arrows...and the leftover words may indicate how you've succeeded. 
 

ABREAST PEASANT BUSH NIGH MESSES OLYMPICS 

DIM SAMBA IMPROMPTU  OLD PENNSYLVANIA 

FIR TANTRIC     

INTENTS      

Leftover: _____________ Leftover: _____________ Leftover: _____________ 

BARBERED SHOWED BIRD-RIDDEN SOLITAIRE LIFEBOAT SWEPT 

CHIPS AHOY TALKATIVE REDONE  MARJORAM TOMB 

GOODWILL    PLUM  

Leftover: _____________ Leftover: _____________ Leftover: _____________ 

AREN'T OUTLINE FRANK SPINET FANG SINATRA 

DEFACES SATCHMO PONIES VESTS HELLO WRAPPING 

LYRICALLY TANAGER SKY-HIGH  PAGE  

NEON      

Leftover: _____________ Leftover: _____________ Leftover: _____________ 

 
Many thanks to Amy S., Noam, Saxifrage, shMike, Story, and Ucaoimhu 

for stepping up to do unreasonbly-last-minute testsolving. 
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Arrows 

 

Which of these words... 
1. becomes a country if you change its fourth letter to an O? 
2. becomes a new word if you change its first or third letter to a C? 
3. becomes a new word if you replace a three-letter substring meaning "curved line" with any of 

AN, AT, or OP? 
4. becomes a new word if you replace an abbreviation for a day of the week with the first name 

of a late 20th century vice president? 
5. becomes a new word if you replace the three-letter word at its center with MP? 
6. becomes a new word if you shift each of its letters ahead four spaces in the alphabet? 
7. becomes a new word when prefixed with HAR? 
8. becomes a one-word Leonardo DiCaprio movie if you change an R to an I and rearrange the 

letters? 
9. becomes a state capital if its last two letters are replaced with an A? 
10. can change its last letter to yield a word meaning "place for a concert or event"? 
11. consists of two antonyms separated by a single letter? 
12. consists of two rhyming syllables? 
13. could be represented in a cryptogram by ABCDBCE? 
14. features prominently in a nursery rhyme about Jack? 
15. forms a new word when placed inside a one-word TV drama of the 2000s? 
16. has six consonants, arranged in two sets of three in a row? 
17. is a 21st-century vice president if you remove a five-letter sequence from the middle? 
18. is a card game? 
19. is a consonantcy for a citizen of an Alpine nation? 
20. is a curtailment of a word in the name of a Vincent Van Gogh painting? 
21. is a curtailment of an American coin? 
22. is a green "Avenue" in Monopoly? 
23. is a homophone of itself when its first letter is removed? 
24. is a Neil Young song when followed by "Man"? 
25. is a two-word phrase whose first word starts with a Greek letter and whose second word is 

ocean-related? 
26. is a verb meaning "disfigures"? 
27. is a word in the first verse of Amazing Grace, if you change its fourth letter? 
28. is a word meaning "yearn" when you remove its first and last letters? 
29. is an anagram of a bodily organ? 
30. is an element of the periodic table? 
31. is an eye rhyme, but not an actual rhyme, for a cardinal direction? 
32. is spelled, in uppercase, using only straight lines? 
33. is the first name of a member of the Rat Pack whose last name appears on another bull's-eye? 
34. is the last name of a member of the Rat Pack whose first name appears on another bull's-eye? 
35. is the plural of a kind of flower if you insert an E somewhere in it? 
36. is the surname of two different US presidents? 
37. is the title of an Alfred Hitchcock movie? 
38. letter banks to a kind of facial hair? 
39. rhymes with a color of the rainbow? 
40. sounds like a word that can modify "point" when pronounced backwards? 
41. starts and ends with the same bigram? 
42. starts with a vegetable? 
43. starts with two consecutive descending musical notes? 
44. would be a palindrome of at least four letters if you deleted either of its middle two letters? 


